




EASY 
STREET

THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT OFFHANDED STYLE 
AND STRONG, MODERN FEMININITY THAT  

FEELS EXACTLY RIGHT THIS SEASON. KEEPING IT  
REAL MAY JUST BE THE ULTIMATE LUXURY.





Previous two spreads: Ti�any Paper Flowers designs in platinum with diamonds, from $5,400.
This spread: Ti�any Paper Flowers and Ti�any HardWear designs, from $1,400.





Previous spread: Ti�any Paper Flowers designs in platinum with diamonds, price upon request.
This spread: Ti�any HardWear and Ziegfeld designs, from $680. Clasping link bracelet, from $655.



This spread: Ti�any & Co. Schlumberger Fringe necklace in 
18k yellow gold and platinum with diamonds, price upon request. 

Next spread: Ti�any Keys, Ti�any Charms and Ti�any T designs, 
from $645. Chain sold separately, from $70. Ti�any Victoria™ 

diamond line bracelet, from $20,300. 





TIFFANY IS REDEFINING DESIGN BY COMBINING  
TIME-HONOURED TRADITIONS WITH INDUSTRIAL  

MODERNITY. HERE, A CLOSER LOOK AT  
THE CRAFT AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW  

TIFFANY PAPER FLOWERS COLLECTION. 



Previous page and this page: Ti�any Paper Flowers 
designs in platinum with white diamonds, 

yellow diamonds, sapphires and tanzanites,  
price upon request.

This page: Ti�any Paper Flowers designs in platinum with diamonds, sapphires and tanzanites, price upon request.





Ti�any Paper Flowers necklace in platinum with diamonds, price upon request.



AN ARTFUL LIFE BEGINS WITH TIFFANY. 
THE UNCONVENTIONAL BEAUTY OF THE 

ORDINARY INSPIRES CURIOSITY AND 
MAKES THE FRESH FEEL FAMILIAR.  



Previous spread: Ti�any Paper Flowers ring in platinum with diamonds, $19,000. This spread: Ti�any Blue 
line three-piece set in bone china, $195. Earrings in platinum with diamonds, price upon request. 

Sterling silver sugar shovel with American walnut, $205. Rings in platinum with gemstones and diamonds, 
from left: pink tourmaline, spessartite and Fancy Vivid Yellow diamond, price upon request.

Select Home & Accessories products featured in this story, launching summer 2018.





Previous spread: Flora & Fauna designs in crystal, from $845. Sterling silver paper plate, $1,300. 
Diamond Point designs, from $80. Ti�any Color Splash designs, from $305.

This page: Sterling silver bubble blower, $340. Ti�any Paper Flowers bracelet in platinum 
with diamonds, $47,400. Opposite page: Fishbowl in mouth-blown glass, $680.



Opposite page: Sterling silver clothespin, $680. Ti�any Paper Flowers necklace in platinum with
diamonds and tanzanites, $15,600. This page: Home & Accessories designs, from $170.



SOMETIMES, THE LINES BLUR BETWEEN 
SURPRISE, WHIMSY AND THE  

SLIGHTLY BIZARRE. THINGS ARE NOT 
ALWAYS WHAT THEY SEEM….



Previous page: Ti�any & Co. Schlumberger
designs, from $40,700. This page: Ti�any Charms 

tag charm, $680. Clasping link bracelet, from 
$2,700. Ti�any Metro watch, $16,700. Ring in 

platinum with a pink tourmaline and diamonds, 
price upon request. Opposite page: Paloma’s Gra�ti 

and Ti�any HardWear designs, from $5,300. 
The Ti�any® Setting, from $2,000.



Opposite page: Ti�any T and Ti�any Flat designs, 
from $2,000. This page: Ti�any HardWear, 
Ti�any T and Return to Ti�any™ designs, 
from $235. Clasping link bracelet, from $870.



This page: Ti�any T, Paloma’s Gra�ti and 
Ti�any Soleste designs, from $950. 

Ring in platinum with a pear-shaped diamond, 
price upon request. Opposite page: Ti�any T

 and Ti�any Soleste designs, from $8,400. 
Bracelet in platinum with diamonds, price upon 

request. Ring in platinum with a tanzanite 
and diamonds, price upon request.









WILD 

A JUXTAPOSITION OF FANTASY AND ARTISTRY,  
THE TIFFANY PAPER FLOWERS COLLECTION IS A  

MODERN TAKE ON THE NATURAL WORLD. 



Previous page and this spread: Ti�any Paper Flowers designs in platinum with white and 
yellow diamonds and tanzanites, from $12,200. Ti�any Flat wedding band ring, from $1,550.



Ti�any Paper Flowers designs in platinum with diamonds and tanzanites, from $3,400.



TIFFANY’S CREATIVITY HAS ALWAYS BEEN SPARKED 
BY THE VIBRANT ENERGY AND CONSTANT MOVEMENT  

OF NEW YORK CITY, WHERE SURPRISE CAN BE  
FOUND AROUND EVERY CORNER. FOR SPRINGTIME,  

WE TAKE SOME FAVOURITES FROM OUR  
HOME & ACCESSORIES COLLECTION TO THE STREETS.   

Ti	any collaborated with florist Lewis Miller—creator of the Flower Flash—to soften the edges  
of the urban world with beautiful but fleeting floral installations.



Previous page: Sterling silver flowerpots, from $645.
Opposite page: Color Block weekend tote in canvas, $1,300. Terra-cotta flowerpots, 

from $120. Handwoven sterling silver bird’s nest with Ti�any Blue porcelain eggs, $13,600.
This page: Seguso Vetri D’Arte vase in glass and sterling silver, price upon request.

Select Home & Accessories products featured in this story, launching summer 2018.



This page: Flora & Fauna designs, from $70. Opposite page: Gardening tote in canvas, $1,150. 
Sterling silver iris watering can, $68,000.



LAURIE 
SIMMONS 
MARILYN 
MINTER 

ANNA-WILI 
HIGHFIELD
 SHANTELL  
MARTIN Sterling silver greenhouse with copper and glass, $373,000.





Timeless. True. Transcendent.  
Ti�any T is the essence of everything  
we believe in. Some of our favourite  

iconoclasts style the collection  
in their own way.















THE NEW TIFFANY PAPER FLOWERS COLLECTION
Ti�any Paper Flowers are blooms of the imagination, as though  

petals had been scattered by the wind and pinned  
back together again. The natural and the industrial have  

never coexisted so beautifully.





Previous two spreads and this spread: Ti�any Paper Flowers designs in platinum with  
white and yellow diamonds and tanzanites, from $5,400.



The greenhouse, for most gardeners, is a utilitarian space that provides shelter  
and allows life to flourish in light and warmth. We decided to take this functional  
structure and recontextualise it for our spring Home & Accessories collection.  
We built it from solid sterling silver to make it fantastical, extraordinarily luxurious  
and even a bit magical. It took four of our finest craftspeople over 1,000 hours  
over the course of nine months to engineer it in our Ti�any hollowware shop.  
The proportions, the structure and the materials were all painstakingly considered.  
What we ended up with is a perfect expression of the consummate craftsmanship 
and ability to dream that Ti�any has always been known for. But what I love most 
about this piece is what it symbolises. A greenhouse, if you think about it, is a place 
where beauty grows and flowers blossom, with scents and colours that are almost 
unfathomable. I like to think that Ti�any does, and has always done, the same for the 
imagination, creating and nurturing unpredictable magic and constant surprise.

BACKSTORY
TIFFANY CHIEF ARTISTIC OFFICER,  

REED KRAKOFF, ON GREENHOUSES AND  
THE POWER OF CREATIVITY. 

On the cover: Ti�any Paper Flowers and Ti�any HardWear designs, from $1,400.






